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LM&M RAILROAD INTRODUCES EXICITING NEW SUMMER EVENTS

JUNE 6, 2017
Lebanon, OH – All aboard for something new at the Lebanon Mason Monroe Railroad.
Southwest Ohio’s only family friendly train ride operator is adding new rides designed to appeal
to a wider audience. New experiences at the LM&M Railroad include The Evening Pizza Train
and Destination Lebanon.
“For years, we have focused on providing train rides exclusively geared towards families with
young kids. We feel this is the right time to begin offering a portfolio of rides that passengers of
all ages can enjoy. Both Destination Lebanon and the Evening Pizza Train will coincide with
some of Lebanon, OH’s unique summer festivals,” says General Manager Will Gawin.
The Evening Pizza Train will feature pizza provided by Loveland, OH’s Pizza Tower. Passengers
will enjoy their meal while meandering through Warren County on a vintage train dating back to
the Great Depression. Tickets will include pizza and a soft drink. Additional food will be
available for purchase on board.
Destination Lebanon trains will operate during select community events in Downtown Lebanon.
Passengers will board at Heritage Oak Park in Mason, OH and be taken to Lebanon. During the
layover passengers can enjoy local shops, restaurants, street vendors, and live music.

“Destination Lebanon is not necessarily a new concept, just an old idea with a new twist. Many
people remember being able to board the train in Mason about 20 years ago. Our new theme is
trying to bring people into downtown Lebanon while there are major events happening. This
not only adds to the success of local events, but helps alleviate some of the parking issues in
town. The train will drop you off less than 2 blocks away,” says Operations President Ray
Kammer.
Destination Lebanon and the Evening Pizza Train will depart on July 21 and August 4. Please
visit the LM&M Railroad’s website, www.lebanonrr.com, for additional information.
LM&M Railroad officials expect to add beer tasting trains themed for older audiences this Fall.
Details will be announced later this summer.
About Lebanon Mason Monroe Railroad
The Lebanon Mason Monroe Railroad (LM&M Railroad) is a historic passenger railroad located
in Lebanon, OH. The LM&M Railroad provides seasonal train rides featuring special themed
events. The LM&M Railroad is operated by the 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization Cincinnati
Scenic Railway. Cincinnati Scenic Railway is dedicated to the preservation and operation of
historic railroad equipment for the education and enjoyment of the public.
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